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CHAPTER 1 

 

GREENDALE 

 

 

igrano couldn’t recall much, but then he felt 

there was no need for recall.  All his needs 

were satisfied; here.  Where was here?  

Sometimes he never really knew.  He looked at the 

hills; beyond the windows.  It was another perfect day.  

The sun shined and the green hills were so attractive.  

He sat back on his bed and sighed.  Life really was so 

good to him.  Why?  The psychrons tried very hard to 

make it that way. 

Rigrano looked at the clock.  Soon, it would be 

dinner time.  He enjoyed that.  That was the time when 

the kind psychrons came and helped him to the table.  

They were so kind.  He had only good things to think 

about them.  If it were not for them, he wouldn’t be 

here, and if he were not here, then where would he be? 

A sharp pain ran through his skull.  He winced and 

thought a nice thought, about the psychrons.  The pain 

suddenly vanished.  He smiled.  The psychrons told 

Rigrano that his pain was related to his past and that 

they would help him.  They must have helped as he 

couldn’t recall the past and the pain had mostly gone 

just as they promised.  He was grateful for that. 

The door opened and two white coated males 

stepped inside. 

The larger one of the pair smiled, “Are we ready?” 

R 
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Rigrano nodded and they helped him from his bed. 

They placed him in a wheeled chair and they were 

soon moving down a corridor, when, without warning 

two other white cloaked psychrons passed by, and the 

pair helping Rigrano then lay on the floor, in a pool of 

blood. 

Rigrano stared at the blood and then at the two 

men, by his side.  They were carrying knives. 

The one with the blue eyes said, “Come on, 

Commander, we are leaving here.” 

Rigrano was confused.  The word commander 

seemed familiar to him, but they were his friends, 

there, on the floor.  They took away the pain and now 

the pain was coming back.  Rigrano tried to speak, but 

found the words stuck in his throat.  He felt his body 

being lifted from the chair.  The men were talking to 

him, but he no longer could understand them.  They 

talked about ships and evil things.  He wanted them to 

stop, and leave him alone.  He was happy here.  He 

didn’t want to leave. 

The pair dragged him to the outside food elevator.  

It took them to the surface of the underground 

building.  All around were dead psychrons and psycho-

surgeons.  Rigrano was dismayed at the deaths of his 

good friends. 

He smiled, as he reached the outside.  This was 

the view to which he had become accustomed to.  The 

hills and serene surroundings were his, to soak in 

again.  He looked and there were another seven that 
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were in patients’ clothes like his.  He did recognize 

some of them, but it only increased the pain. 

Overhead was a floating craft.  Rigrano stared at 

the machine, as a small car descended from it.  He 

became anxious, even panicky, and started to scream, 

at the sight of the car.  He couldn’t leave Greendale.  

He would die; he knew he would.  Rigrano screamed; 

his arms flayed at anyone that tried to stop him.  He 

would run away, the psychrons would save him, they 

had to. 

As he ran, he saw three forms move behind him.  

Something pricked his arm and he collapsed to the 

ground. 

Once aboard the craft, it shimmered and vanished 

from view, Palbo and the universe. 

 

Ω 

 

Brandon was enjoying himself that fine day, on 

Palbo.  Palbo City Central was the hub of a small 

planetary empire, which ruled much of the Federation, 

with the economic might of the Federated Warp Drive 

Bank behind it. 

Directly within this small planetary empire, were 

thirty-three inhabited planets.  This may have been 

small, compared to the rest of the Federation, or even 

the Outer Worlds, but it was still large enough to stage 

a fight back, for Federation supremacy. 

After all, it was only a millennium ago, when Palbo 

fought off the rebels of the so called Alliance, which 
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was sparked off by a crazy Jiltanian dissident who had 

intervened in the Malukan mess.  Yes, and that ended 

in… in… that woman…F...F… and the pain made him 

think of something else. 

Brandon recalled the data, which he was privy to.  

Yes, Lorde Maluka had wanted to set up in opposition to 

the Warp Drive Bank.  Maluka had engineered the 

puerile planet of Sequetus 3, into developing the warp 

drive theory necessary, in order to manufacture his 

own ships. 

Unfortunately, the Royal on Jilta, Lorde Hymondy 

III, had found out Maluka's scheme and intervened.  By 

this time, the Bank had disposed of Lorde Maluka, but 

there was no way of ridding the sector of the excess 

number of ships that he had built. 

This was handled in the end, by a war between the 

Alliance and the Malukan sector. 

To make things better for the Bank, several other 

Royal sectors had thrown in, with the Malukans.  They 

lost out to the Jiltanians and their Alliance.  The Alliance 

in turn, seemed to have been headed by a singular 

entity called Goren Torren who in turn was 

assassinated, a millennium ago. 

Well, it mattered far less now; the Alliance fell 

after only a decade, and its control had passed back to 

the Federation and then again to the Warp Drive Bank.  

In fact, the war had served a great purpose.  

Boundaries had altered and new ships had to be 

constructed, to replace those lost in war, meaning great 

rewards to the Bank, and the small planetary empire of 
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Palbo, in particular.  In the last five hundred years, 

great prosperity had befallen this small group of 

planets.  Of course, there was that woman and her 

fanatics… but the pain stopped those thoughts, and 

Brandon Mirak thought of something else. 

Brandon looked out of the window of his car, as it 

floated over the surface-way.  He leaned forward and 

asked the driver to open the top.  Yes, the breeze did 

feel better. 

 

 

Brandon Mirak’s floater over Palbo CC 
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As he looked ahead, he could see there was a jam 

of vehicles, up ahead.  “Flash the diplomatic lights, 

driver, and take the upper level.” 

The driver did as requested, and the car soared to 

the upper level stream of traffic, away from the 

vehicles below. 

Car expressways had four levels.  There was the 

lowest level for prime movers, which floated along only 

two pacs above the surface.  Next, was the transit 

class, which was for the general public transport.  

Above that, was private transport, for those who could 

afford their own car floaters.  The top level was for the 

exclusive use of diplomatic and governmental vehicles. 

The top level was clear today, and Brandon was 

able to look downwards, at what was causing the 

congestion, below.  It was a prime mover that had 

capsized and spilled its load.  It then had been hit by 

another vehicle, travelling too close behind, resulting in 

confusion for other drivers, and smoke billowing, 

blocking visibility on the second and third level, thus 

creating further congestion. 

Brandon sighed, as he looked ahead again.  There 

was no sign of the traffic-patrol, yet.  In the meantime, 

Brandon could enjoy the view, as he passed over the 

countryside. 

The sky was a cloudless blue.  The sun felt good on 

his face, as did the warm wind, as it wafted past.  

Below, the fields were almost ready for harvesting.  

Such was the joy in the abundance of the Palboan 

Empire.  It was his to control, and his to enjoy.  
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Brandon sat back, closed his eyes and let the sun warm 

his face.  He was content.  Perhaps it was the first time, 

this season.  In fact, this was the first time he had left 

the office, in eighty-three days.  Yes, he deserved a 

break, and a small trip like this would help him to 

unwind. 

He didn’t know why he had felt so pent up in the 

past year.  Perhaps it was that stupidity on Sequetus 3, 

which had started it all.  No, maybe it was the Rambus 

fiasco.  Yes, that was it.  Those stupid pirates had 

missed out on grabbing that girl.  He opened his eyes 

again.  It was as if all his concerns had returned.  He 

knew what he would do, just look out the window, 

enjoy the scenery, and he calmed down. 

As Brandon turned to his right, the car-floater 

pitched and rolled.  It dove with a speed that left 

Brandon hanging on, to avoid being thrown from the 

vehicle. 

Terror struck his heart.  What the blazes?  The car 

top was closing over, but his wild ride was not finished, 

as the car now rolled to the other side.  It banked back 

and then raced forwards, up into the sky. 

“Are you crazy?” Brandon snapped on the voice 

phone and screamed at the driver. 

A tort fast reply came back, “Ground rockets; 

fasten your belt!” 

Brandon snapped his belt buckle locked, and he 

stared out of the window, in bewilderment.  The driver 

was right.  There went another rocket, as the driver 
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swerved.  It missed and continued into the upper 

atmosphere, where it exploded harmlessly. 

The car banked and dove again, as another 

swished past. 

This was lunacy, thought Brandon.  He couldn’t be 

attacked here, not on Palbo, and certainly not just 

outside Palbo City Centrum. 

The driver switched on the intercom.  “Sir, the 

attacks appear to have ceased.  I’ll be accelerating to 

our arrival point, and I have notified the authorities.” 

Brandon sank back into his seat, stunned.  “Thank 

you, driver; carry on.”  This had never happened 

before.  Why should it?  The people here loved him, 

and why shouldn’t they?  Palbo was wealthy.  The living 

standards here, were the highest in the galaxy, and he, 

Brandon Mirak, was about to return them to being the 

supreme rulers of the Federation and beyond. 

Brandon was indeed badly shaken.  He would have 

to travel now, with an escort.  Luckily for him, those 

rockets were primitive, without seekers, otherwise he 

would be dead. 

Brandon sunk low in his seat, and was pleased to 

see a military patrol arrive, from over the next hill tops.  

Twenty minutes later, he had arrived at the Greendale 

Health Center. 

A tall man stood apart from all the others, and 

shook Brandon by the hand.  “My dear sir. What a 

horrific experience?  I hope you were not harmed.” 
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Brandon put on his best made-up smile.  “I’m fine.  

These...rebels, are they prevalent?  I had never 

heard...?” 

The tall man spoke while pointing the way.  They 

began to stroll towards the outer doors.  “No.  They are 

a new force.  I say a force, as they do need to be 

reckoned with.” 

As they passed into the outer wards, the staff 

welcomed Brandon, but his attention was still on the 

attack, “Doctor Craz, am I to understand that this has 

happened before?” 

The tall man nodded as they strolled the wards.  

“The attack which you experienced is a new thing here 

on Palbo, but it has been rife on the other planets of 

our sector, for some time.” 

Brandon shook his head.  “I was never informed.” 

“Understandable, sir.  It would have been seen as 

nothing, but a civil manner.  However, now it seems to 

me, that there is a combined force behind it.  A 

conspiracy.” 

“A conspiracy, here on Palbo?  You must be 

wrong,” Brandon said, incredulously. 

“I wish I were, but please, come with me.”  The 

doctor led Brandon over, and through another ward.  

Stretched out before him, were seven bodies, on 

tables.  Brandon looked up, in surprise. 

The doctor continued.  “Two days ago, we had an 

escape.  It was the commander of the force, who had 

led the fleet on Sequetus 3 seven years ago.  He was 

the one that missed the boy, who was thought to be 
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the return of the Torren, the one that the Templars talk 

incessantly about.  If you recall, the commander and 

his officers were turned in here for programming, they 

escaped, but were captured again.  A year ago, they 

were reprogrammed again, but with heavier methods 

and it seemed as though they were on their way, to a 

full recovery.  However, two days ago, we had a break-

in.  Six psychrons and a psycho-surgeon were 

murdered.  The intruders escaped with the commander 

and his junior officers.  It was conspired and enacted, 

from outside and I suspect that the attack on you, was 

part of that same conspiracy. 

“Whoever is behind it, would also like you 

assassinated.  That is my theory sir.” 

Brandon stood and looked at the man and then 

turned towards the bodies.  “Where was the 

commander being kept?” 

“Three floors; underground, sir.” 

“May I see it?” 

“You may, but the area isn’t ready for visitors and 

we would prefer to clean up, first.  There was much 

damage.” 

Brandon nodded.  “Perhaps another time.  What 

would you suggest next, then? 

As they continued through the outer wards, the tall 

man smiled.  There were ten psychrons and two 

administrators trailing, behind them.  The doctor 

turned, and pointed to some smiling patients and said, 

“Obviously there are people out there, who are hostile 

to you and your administration.  We have the 
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technology to change that, and create a better world, a 

saner world.  What we need, is approval to conduct a 

program of search-and-find, in the populace.  We have 

the means to find as well as control the people, who 

are your enemies.” 

Brandon studied the man, talking to him.  

“Sometimes I think we have already gone too far,” he 

said. 

“I understand your concern, sir, but what are you 

going to do when this whole planet is in civil war and 

the power of the Palbo realm has diminished, to next to 

naught?  Whose rights are diminished when Palbo is 

destroyed and insanity is rife?  Don’t the people of this 

world deserve a sane system of control?  Don’t all who 

reside here deserve to live in peace, rather than live in 

the constant fear of war and terrorism?” 

Before Brandon could answer, a note was thrust 

into the hand of the tall man.  The tall man read it and 

then smiled.  “It appears from the first reports, that the 

accident on the express-way was also deliberate 

sabotage.  The same rockets that were fired at you, 

struck the prime-movers.  It seems that the incident 

was staged, in order to manipulate your car to be in the 

upper level, by itself.” 

Brandon breathed deeply.  He could see what the 

tall man was getting at.  There were troubles, out 

there.  “I see,” he said.  “Please lead on.  I would like 

to inspect the work that you have been doing.” 

The tall man smiled.  “If it pleases you, of course, 

but unfortunately, I’m the head administrator and due 
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to what happened here two days ago, and in light of 

today's attack, I would like to personally see to the 

security arrangements, of your passage home.  The 

head psycho-surgeon will be honored to show you 

around.” 

Brandon nodded.  “I’ll still be leaving in four hours.  

Perhaps we could talk about the cost of your program, 

over a meal.” 

The tall man, the head administrator of the 

Greendale Health Retreat, agreed, bowed and left.  

Brandon continued on his inspection of the wards and 

the smiling successes of the programmed patients.  It 

was all very impressive. 

 

 

Ψ 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

ESCAPE 

 
 
 

The tall man looked at his second administrator.  “You 

what?” he said, incredulously, “You let them escape?  

You blithering idiot!  How did it happen?” 

The other smaller man trembled, as his superior 

flew into a rage.  He had heard that sometimes people 

disappeared, when this tall man was upset.  The small 

man swallowed and tried to answer.  “We staged the 

accident… just as you said.  We fired the rockets, as 

you instructed....” 

“Get this straight...Boris, I never instructed and I 

know nothing about what you have been up to.  

Understand?”  The tall man was red in the face and 

standing aggressively over the smaller Boris.  If he was 

not so useful in the administration of Greendale, he 

would have been replaced or reprogrammed, years 

ago. 

Boris understood his innuendo, nodded, and 

continued in a stammering voice.  “We took the 

Commander to the site, where you...I mean, where I 

had decided the attack should take place.  We left him 

there, as you said, with his junior officers, as well as 

others, who have been troublesome outside, lobbying 

against us.  They should have been unconscious from 

the drugs we gave them, and the security patrol we 
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sent in, should have found them and been able to kill 

them, there and then. 

“However, it didn’t happen that way.  When the 

security patrol arrived, they were fired upon, by 

assailants unknown.  Many of the patrol are dead, and 

the commander and his junior officers have escaped or 

been freed.” 

The tall man slammed his hand down on his desk 

and menacingly spoke, with hatred.  “That will be the 

work of those Templar sympathizers, in Palbo C.C.  We 

must be able to arrest them.” 

The tall man then turned and looked at the scene, 

beyond his window.  He knew that the only thing 

beyond his window was another room, but the scene 

still appeared real.  He watched the wind rustle through 

the leaves, and then he turned.  The redness in his face 

had vanished and his manner was calmer. 

Quietly, he spoke.  “How did our guest take to our 

suggestions, do you think?” 

The small man tried to smile.  “I believe that he 

was genuinely shaken by the attack, and will probably 

allow our proposals for subliminal control of the 

population, in a confined area, to prove the 

programming does work.” 

“Good, have preliminary proposals drawn up.  I 

believe there is a village nearby, which may be of use.  

This will be the first time that it will be used on a full 

society.  We must not mess up, and those who oppose 

us must be terminated.  We may not get another 

chance, like this again. 
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“With regards the rebels that kidnapped the 

Commander, find them privately.  Brandon Mirac is 

never to know, or else he may start to wonder what we 

really are doing.” 

The small man bowed slightly, and left the room.   

 

Ω 

 

Commander Rigrano opened his eyes every now 

and again.  They were very heavy.  He tried to 

remember where he was, who he was, but it all seemed 

a blur. 

He did recall some images of white coats and men 

scurrying about, but that seemed to give him a 

headache.  He also recalled bodies, lying on the 

ground.  There were buildings and some blood.  It was 

very confusing; there was also someone, who he knew.  

Perhaps it was a psychron, but they seemed distant 

now.  He closed his eyes, and slipped away again.  It all 

seemed too hard to comprehend. 

A day later, he awoke, with a startled feeling.  He 

looked around and saw three people gathering wood, 

by a large tree.  He looked at their clothes, and then 

his own.  Where was he, he wondered?  It seemed that 

these people were wearing cotton clothing, or at least 

something woven, appearing as cotton.  He certainly 

was not wearing patient dress. 

Rigrano tried to lift his head, and coughed, and 

then collapsed, back onto the grass.  He lay there; 

feeling helpless, but at the same time appreciating the 
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sunlight that dappled through the leaves of the tree, 

providing warmth to his face. 

One of the men came into view.  He leaned over 

Rigrano's body and smiled.  He seemed familiar; but 

Rigrano couldn’t place him.  He spoke in a kindly voice.  

“So; you’re awake, Commander?  Can you sit up?” 

Rigrano was surprised; at the familiarity of the 

man's voice.  He seemed friendly and compassionate, 

and obviously knew him.  Rigrano spoke quietly; with 

much deliberation.  “Sir, I can get up with your help, 

but I must confess to not knowing who you or I are.”  

He looked around, helplessly. 

His senses picked up the smell of a hot kalo 

brewing on the fire, as he was helped to his feet. 

He was offered a drink immediately.  He sipped 

while one of the others spoke.  “You can’t recall the 

Greendale Health Retreat?” 

Rigrano winced at the pain, which seemed to pulse 

through his brain.  He almost collapsed as he said, “No.  

Nothing... but... nothing.” 

The other man raised an eyebrow and nodded.  He 

spoke softly, “We have all suffered at the hands of 

those barbarians.  You have, too.  We, like you, were 

rescued from the psycho-surgeons....” 

“But...but..,” stammered Rigrano.  “They are our 

friends.” 

The nearest man spat on the ground, and threw 

his beverage into the nearby bushes.  “They are your 

enemies, and ours.  Here is a picture of you and us, 
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before we were passed into their hands.  Look at 

yourself now.  You can’t even remember who we are.” 

Rigrano stared at the picture.  He then looked 

down, at himself, and then up at the others.  He looked 

up, “We, I mean I, we are in military uniform.  How can 

that be?  I think I was a peasant farmer, before I was 

taken ill.” 

“Peasant farmer, ah!  Sir,” said the nearest.  “You 

were a Federation Fleet Commander.  We were your 

junior officers.  Look at the rank, on your sleeves in the 

photograph.  What does that show you?” 

Rigrano stared at the photo, and looked up.  “It 

shows that I was in a uniform when this picture was 

taken, and nothing else.  There could be truth to what 

you say, but I think it would be best if you take me to 

the nearest authorities.” 

The man by the fire came over, with a new brew.  

“I’m sorry sir, but we can’t permit that.  It would put us 

all in danger.” 

Rigrano looked around, for a means of escape.  

Feeling the terror in Rigrano’s mind, the man with the 

beverage handed it to him.  “If you think you were a 

farmer, then tell us what you farmed, how you did it, 

and where your family is,” he said. 

Rigrano stiffened with pride and said, “I’m 

from...from....  Well, I’m from... and I harvest... no 

I....”  He stared at the men, and sat down.  His eyes 

felt moist and he said, softly breaking into grief, “I 

don’t know who I am, or where I’m from.  I’m not … a… 

peasant farmer.” 
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One of the men stooped down to Rigrano.  “Sir, 

you received far more programming than any of us.  

After you masterminded the last escape, they vowed 

that you would recall nothing of your past existence.  

We, on the other hand received simply more, of the 

same programming.  Yours was on a more severe level.  

We can recall glimpses of our past, but we won’t be 

satisfied until you’re one of us again, and help us stop 

this poison, in galactic society. 

“Sir, they may have wiped out your memory, but 

we do have records and details of your life, and if you 

permit us to present them to you, then we hope that 

you’ll be able to dig it up, and join all the parts again. 

We want you to remember who you were, and all the 

abilities that went with being you.” 

Rigrano looked up and nodded.  They helped him 

up to his feet and led him over to the other side of a 

hill, and into a small interplanetary craft.  It shimmered 

and vanished from view. 

 

Ω 

 

Brandon stood at his desk, looking out, over the 

park.  He had just received the news of another 

terrorist attack.  He read the data slower, in order to be 

certain.  Three government ministers and two 

administrators had just been killed, in an ambush, 

outside Central Hall. 

Brandon Mirac pulled a document from his drawer, 

which he had been keeping, for some time.  He 
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unscrewed the cap from his pen and slowly signed.  

This would inform the Supreme Council that he was 

behind the general subliminal control that the 

psychrons would now put in, on the population.  

Perhaps, they could curb the current unrest. 

 

Ω 

 

Rigrano had been watching actual footage of his 

own treatment, in the Greendale Health Retreat. 

The man he had got to know as Johnny was 

running through the film again.  He continued 

explaining, “Here is where they treated the patients 

initially, with their latest methods, subliminal 

implanting.  On a level of hearing, lower than is 

consciously audible, they play messages to obtain 

agreement from the patient.  It sets up a circuit in the 

mind of the recipient, who unknowingly acts out the 

implanted commands.  It is an effective, but light 

method of implanting.  It can be broken by simply 

replaying the implanted messages, at a level that the 

patient is aware of.  In your case they are as follows.” 

Johnny turned up the volume of the recording.  

The screen was showing three patients with the 

phrases being repeated over and over, below the level 

of the patients’ awareness.  “Psychrons are good.  They 

are here to help you.  Psychrons are your friends.  Only 

psychrons can be trusted.” 

Rigrano had his attention fixed to the screen until 

he said, “I think I have heard and seen enough.” 
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Johnny nodded.  He waited for the next video to 

start, before ordering food.  He continued, “Here, they 

use what is called, narcosis-therapy.  The patient is 

placed asleep for hours and days, while commands are 

played through speakers.  Once the subliminal 

messages have hold of the patient, the resistance of 

the person, at this level, is almost zero.  I’ll play the 

massages that were programmed into you later, along 

with the names of the drugs, which were used to hold 

your mind in control. 

“The next method is what is called aversion 

therapy.  In your case, you were heavily drugged on 

hallucinogenic drugs and then shown a picture of your 

old job, along with a simultaneous jolt of electrical 

current to the head.  You were shown these pictures, of 

military uniforms, as well as Federation military.  They 

used pictures and film while you were given a current 

of seventy volts for up to three minutes, through your 

brain.  The result was that if you recalled any memories 

of your past existence, then you would re-experience 

the same pain, and headaches.” 

Rigrano winced, under the pain.  “Like now!” he 

said, as he could barely watch. 

Johnny nodded.  “We will run this one through a 

few times, and the pain will finally disappear.” 

Moments later, the pain had gone and Johnny 

continued.  “Here is where they blank out the last of 

any memory.  Short sharp electric current is run 

through your brain for fractions of a second.  The power 

is high, and irreversibly damages the brain cells, which 
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are turned into scar tissue.  I’m afraid this is what we 

can’t repair.” 

Rigrano had one last question.  “How did you 

manage to get access to all this data?” 

Johnny shrugged.  “Like our initial escape, we have 

no idea.  When I awoke, it was near the tree that you 

were under.  I then woke my friends, and we found the 

craft, nearby.  All the footage of imagery was in it.  I 

have no idea how it, or we, came to be here.” 

Johnny stood and let Rigrano go through it, again. 

 

Ω 

 

It had been several months since Brandon Mirac 

had permitted the installation of the subliminal 

programming, on a large social level.  He had even 

approved the programming of some of the Directors of 

the Security Council. 

The amount of terrorist attacks seemed to be 

dwindling. 

 

Ω 

 

Rigrano sat back and stared at the image, and 

then looked to Johnny, “I seem to get the idea that I 

was part of a large fleet,” he said. 

Johnny nodded.  “That is part of your next step.  

As your memory is as far as we can tell, permanently 

impaired, we will furnish you with data, to take its 

place.  In other words we will show you material, so 
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that you can replace that, which has been permanently 

lost.” 

Rigrano nodded, as he sat back and watched the 

screen.  They soon came to the part of his last major 

command, Sequetus 3. 

Rigrano became fidgety.  Finally, he said in a 

shaky voice, “There is something frightening about this 

place.  I can’t put my finger on it though.” 

Johnny nodded.  “Continue to watch.  I believe it 

might all come back to you, as it did, to us.  What 

you’re about to see is real footage.  It is from the Fleet 

Flagship Cruiser Bridge, which you commanded, at the 

time. 

The recording rolled on.  Together, they watched, 

as a lone interceptor escaped from Earth, only to be 

forced back down through the clouds, and then return 

again.  The display from the pilot’s viewpoint was 

magnificent, but he was grossly outnumbered.  

Eventually, the craft cut its drives system, and free fell, 

down to the ocean.  Next, the image panned across to 

the west, where a large white light, the size of a cruiser 

began to rise, over the horizon.  It grew in size, and 

descended over the fallen interceptor.  The orders at 

the time, were given for no action to be taken, and all 

recordings of the event to be marked Security Council, 

viewing only. 

Rigrano nodded, “I do recall that thing, now.  I had 

no idea what it was then, and no more of an idea, 

now.” 
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Johnny agreed.  “Yes.  Whatever it is, it is known 

by the Security Council.  You may recall, your orders 

were, to not engage.” 

“I remember.” 

“So why were we sent to Greendale?” 

“To hide what we knew, but what is it that we 

knew?” asked Rigrano. 

“Well, what we were doing out there, coincides 

with the mystic law of the Templars.  They claim that 

their Goren Torren would be found, a millennium after 

his assassination, give or take a few years, and that is 

about seven years ago.” 

“So what was that bright light?  Some form of a 

pagan god?” asked Rigrano. 

Johnny shook his head.  “I don’t think so.  It isn’t 

part of their religion, but it sure has the Security 

Council bluffed.” 

“Where to now, then?” 

“For the past several weeks, we have been 

warping from one place to another, on Palbo.  We are 

unable to escape the planet.  As you may know, the 

warp fields around this system were mined, a millennia 

back.  You need a map to get through, and a map, we 

don’t have.” 

Rigrano shook his head in shame.  “They have 

mined the shades of time, the warp fields?  That is 

horrific.” 

“Correct.  So, our first mission is to get into the 

ministry of transport and steal a copy of the pathway, 

out.  Then, we have to escape.” 
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Ω 

 

The preparations for the intrusion into the ministry 

took them ten days.  The small band succeeded, and 

vanished from the Palboan sector, heading for their 

home planet; Sleebo. 

 

 

Ψ 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

VAGRAS 

 

 

A hundred and fifty pacs under the island of Vagras on Palbo, 

worked eighty-five psychrons and psycho-surgeons. 

On top of the island was a tiny sleepy fishing village.  At 

the rear of the village at the base of the mountains, was a three 

story hotel, also in a sleepy existence.  Its purpose was to 

provide tourist and holiday accommodation, during the peak 

periods of summer.  The hotel lay directly over the underground 

work levels, and provided a vertical link between the two 

facilities. 

It was no surprise that the majority of the tourists were 

psycho-surgeons and psychrons.  Without them, the economy 

of the small island would die. 

The island had the name of Vagras, and that meant 

paradise, in an ancient and unused tongue, for it was to be 

paradise for those who visited. 

It was six hundred Ks out into the ocean, off Palbo C.C.  

For those not immediately familiar with the region, the island 

was relatively unknown. 

Amongst the psycho-surgeons Vagras was very well 

known.  More recently the island, and especially the hotel, had 

been frequented by government diplomats and administrators. 

The island was shaped like a horse-shoe, with the hotel 

high up on the slopes in the center and a small jetty jutting out 

from the southern wall by the sea.  Leading from the jetty, a 

small road threaded its way up to the village, via the hotel. 
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Island of Vagras 

 

This day was beautiful.  The breeze gently wafted 

in from the ocean cancelling some of the sun's harsh 

equatorial rays.  Out past the jetty, could be heard the 

putt-putt of the day's incoming steamer.  The ship was 

of two levels, with paddle wheels at the rear.  The trip 

had been a perfect run, from island to island and the 

small ship hooted its whistle. 

Cautiously, it pulled into the old wooden jetty, with 

waves gently lapping up against its side. 

The lines were secured by a bustle of attendants 

and the gangways hoisted over.  This was a big day on 

the island and only happened once a week.  After the 

boat left, there would be no scheduled transport, until 

the next week. 

It was strange, this anachronism.  The boat was 

new, but the form of transport had not generally been 

seen in the waters of Palbo, for three millennia.  It had 

been decided by the owners of the hotel, that in order 

to achieve a restful atmosphere, ancient transport 

would reduce the state of turmoil a visitor might be in, 

when he came to the restful retreat of Vagras. 
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There was a small crowd, at the jetty.  Behind 

them, were the only six floaters, permitted on the 

island.  Dust rose around the bustle of activity, as 

goods began to be offloaded and some fishing products 

put on board for export. 

The boat had originally been loaded, at the nearby 

island of Catoomb, six hours away. 

The passengers began to disembark, and were 

greeted by hotel staff. 

Morris was a psychron, top of his field, and was 

here to welcome some special guests.  He wore a white 

suit, and had hotel staff standing by, at his floater. 

Morris called out, over the crowd, “Doctor 

Elan...Doctor...  over here.”  He waved his hands, as 

goods and passengers brushed past him. 

The female, whose name he had called, was still 

on the boat, waiting her turn to step off.  Behind her, 

were a patient and two attendants.  As the boat slowly 

rocked to the slight rhythm of the waves, the crowds 

began to clear.  It was a glorious day, with only the 

occasional scudding cloud to detract from the brilliant 

blue sky. 

Finally, Doctor Elan reached Morris, an old friend 

and associate.  They shook hands and smiled.  Morris 

had known her from the Palbo Academia decades ago.  

She had graduated, to become one of the shining lights 

of the psycho-surgeons. 

Her bright green eyes sparkled, as she spoke.  

“Morris, it has been such a long time, since we worked 

together.  You have been well, I hope?” 
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“Of course, Elan.  Thank you.  Is this your 

patient?” Morris asked, as he pointed to the man, 

standing behind her. 

Elan smiled, turned and nodded to the two 

assistants, who gently nudged the man forward.  “Yes, 

this is my charge.  We are about to make him stronger 

and better than he ever was.  When he returns, no one 

will recognize the new man.” 

Morris smiled.  “Well, you’re at the right place.  No 

one could do a better job, than here.  Please follow 

me.” 

Morris led the way.  The patient was gently nudged 

along the path.  The floater was only moments away. 

The patient had lost most of the vitality, in his 

eyes.  He seemed to only stare, three feet in front of 

him.  His arms just hung, and he responded to neither 

casual speech nor command. 

Morris had seen many patients, like this.  This was 

the retreat of retreats.  The patient would be fine, like 

all the others.  He would recuperate, and become a 

much stronger human being – a super human being. 

Though Morris knew the man wouldn’t understand 

what Morris was saying, he said it anyway as the man 

was pushed into the rear seat of the floater, “Welcome 

to Vagras, Brandon Mirac, sir.” 

 

Ω 

 

Letone stood, at the head of the Council of Order.  

The room was large, with high ceilings, and natural 
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rock spotted with glowing moss.  Letone pointed to the 

hologram, which danced in the center of the dark room.  

He spoke to the Council.  “This, fellow Aaron, is the 

escapee, Commander Rigrano and his junior officers.  

No one has ever successfully penetrated their warp-

mine fields. 

“What appears to have happened is some form of 

resistance to what the government has set up.  That 

resistance has somehow managed to free Rigrano and 

his compatriots, and create some havoc, throughout 

their systems. 

“There, as you see, is some form of military 

hostility, striking at a government transport.” 

Letone then shrugged.  “That is all we have.  The 

hologram message was transmitted to us in Jilta, from 

outside of the Palbo group of planets.  We don’t know 

who this group is that opposes the Mirac regime, or 

who sent us this message, but we can assume these 

two groups, Rigrano and the resistance, are the same 

or closely allied.  Also, we know that Rigrano and his 

crew are headed for their home planet of Sleebo.” 

The image ceased. 

Letone turned to the rows of Order Members.  One 

by one, they said, “A Boguard mission to Sleebo.” 

Letone nodded and bowed slowly. 

 

Ω 

 

Under Vagras, the psychrons and their surgeon 

counterparts readied the treatment, for Brandon Mirac.  
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All the preliminary work had been done at Greendale, 

but on Vagras, the research was further advanced. 

Brandon had been escorted from his hotel room, 

down the lift, to the sixth level, below ground.  Here 

only the most trusted of psychrons were employed. 

Brandon was lying in a room, coming around from 

the great quantities of narcosis therapy. 

A young male psychron looked down, as the 

patient moaned. 

Elan stepped over.  “Thank you Glaon, but he has 

to return for his next session.” 

She handed to the youngster her clipboard and 

waved two psychron orderlies, to move Brandon's bed. 

A moment later, he was under a long lamp that 

illuminated his whole body.  Elan looked on, as the 

attendants attached six wires to Brandon: two at the 

temples, one at each palm, and one at the heel of each 

foot. 

She turned on the power and soon twenty volts 

was flowing, through Brandon's body.  Over the period 

of an hour, the voltage would gradually increase, to 

eighty volts. 

Elan smiled, as Morris walked into the room.  She 

pulled him aside and whispered, as the voltage 

steadied.  The body seemed to tense, relax, tense and 

relax.  Elan whispered, “As the body tenses, we reduce 

the current in wattage, and then the body muscles 

relax.  As the muscles relax, we in turn increase the 

wattage.  At no time do we alter the voltage, or take 
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less than seventy-five minutes to build up, to the 

optimum voltage of eighty-five.” 

She nodded, as the body tensed and then relaxed 

again.  “With the correct narcosis, this can be kept up 

indefinitely.  The narcosis will render him unconscious, 

and relax the body, so that the muscles are not ridging 

too tensely, but there must not be so many drugs, that 

they create pain.  Do you understand, Morris?” 

“Of course, Doctor.” 

“Now watch, as the head-phones go on.  His whole 

mind is open to suggestion.  What he is listening to, is 

a series of messages, which will be with him, for the 

rest of his life.” 

“They are?” asked Morris. 

Elan drew the attention of one of the attendants, 

and the sound in the earphones filled the room:  You’re 

a great man.  The Templars hate you, and they must 

be destroyed.  Destroy the Templars.  The Federation is 

great.  The Federation must be great.  At all costs, the 

Federation must be great.  Palbo through the 

Federation, shall rule.  It shall need total war, to rule.  

The Federation shall rule the galaxy.  Brandon Mirac is 

strong.  Brandon Mirac is great.  Brandon Mirac will 

lead the Federation to total victory, over the Templars.  

The Templars are evil.  The Templars must be 

destroyed.  The voice of the commands was 

professional, soothing, and masterful.  Behind the 

voice, was relaxing aesthetic music. 

After a three second pause the sound faded.  The 

attendee checked the instruments. 
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Elan smiled.  “The therapy will be complete, after 

twelve sessions.” 

Morris nodded.  “That will change him?” 

Elan put her hand on Morris's shoulder and began 

to lead him out.  “He’ll become a superman, a man, 

above other men.  He’ll lead the Federation against that 

cult of short-lifers.  Soon, our worlds will be free, from 

their interfering influence.” 

“Will Brandon Mirac be strong enough to do it?” 

asked Morris. 

“More than enough.  If we can keep him on the 

narcotics during this, then he’ll have those messages in 

his mind as natural a thought, as his own.  The 

excellent part of the therapy, is that he’ll never be able 

to tell the difference between how he used to think, and 

now.  Even if he could, he wouldn’t be able to do 

anything about it, anyway.” 

Morris's voice showed that he was impressed.  “So, 

where do these narcotics come from?” 

Elan turned and smiled.  “Sequetus 3.” 

 

Ω 

 

The Chairman of The Imperial Council for Psycho-

Surgeons of Palbo, was Rees Jay.  He was a small man, 

with an amazing vision of how the universe was to 

unfold.  It was he, as Chairman, who had orchestrated 

the programming of Brandon Mirac and his 

government.  It was he, Rees Jay, who had the grand 
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ideas of reinstating the power of the Federation Warp 

Drive Bank. 

Certainly, there was backing from the Directors of 

the Bank, as they had already been programmed.  

Now, with the assistance of the government and 

Brandon Mirac as its head, all those in authority, could 

embrace the doctrines of the psycho-surgeons.  The 

power of Rees Jay now seemed unlimited. 

He stood as erect as his short body would allow, 

cleared his throat and looked at the group of twenty-

three, that sat around the table.  He recalled the day 

outside, three floors above, in the over-ground.  The 

weather had cooled and it pleased him. 

All eyes in the spartan room were on him.  He 

looked down and then stared back at them.  He 

continued his speech.  “We must aim to permeate 

every educational activity in our galactic life: academia 

and technical education, those who provide the 

teaching, the principles upon which they work, and the 

people upon whom they work.  They must all be the 

object of our interests.  Public life, politics and industry 

should all be within our sphere of influence. 

“Especially since the last great Alliance, a millennia 

ago, we have done much, to infiltrate the various 

organizations, throughout the Santonia Galaxy. 

“We have made a number of useful attacks upon a 

number of professions.  The two easiest of them 

naturally were the teaching profession and the Temple.  

Yes, we have infiltrated the Temple with our ideas.  The 
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two most difficult to penetrate have been law and 

medicine. 

“We don’t need to act as The Psychronic Council to 

change the galaxy, now.  We need only act individually 

from our own corners of the galaxy.  It won’t matter if 

The Psychronic Council is never heard of, again.  We 

will become a fifth column into galactic society.  The 

military will lead the attack, but that will soon cease, 

and then it will be up to us, to take control of a galaxy, 

in its turmoil. 

“However, we will need a long-term propaganda 

plan. 

“We have the technology to change life.  We must 

use this power our technology gives us, or it shall be 

viewed in the future, as criminal neglect.” 

 

Ω 

 

Brandon Mirac had returned to his role, as head of 

the Warp Drive Bank and absolute administrator of the 

planet. In the meantime, there had been a series of 

executions, military triumphs and power consolidations. 

Over two hundred days prior, he had yearned for 

and been granted power to revitalize the Palbo 

influence, over the Federation. 

He had miraculously found himself at the head of 

the military.  It was through lobbying by the Bank, and 

the execution of three generals, that he now was head 

of the Palbo Empire military machine.  He was now 

Commander-in-Chief. Palbo had a new constitution. 
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Brandon Mirac was the first to admit that the might 

of the Palbo military was small on galactic scales, but 

the Imperial Federation Warp Drive Bank was still the 

most powerful organization in the Federation, even with 

the advent of the Templars. 

The Bank, coupled with the Palbo military machine, 

would grow, and it would grow in numbers, finance and 

planetary possessions. 

Brandon Mirac was now outlining the plans that he 

had in mind, for the military.  Two generals and five 

marshals sat watching him, as he pointed to a 

holographic impression of their sector of the galaxy. 

Brandon slammed his palm down on the table in 

defiance of any, who would dare defy him.  “These 

planets are held and farmed by Templars.  They are 

short-lifers and a blemish to the name of the 

Federation.  They are a blemish to Palbo and its 

neighbors.  In the name of decency and the Federation, 

it is up to us to liberate these planets.  There will be no 

sleight of hand here.  We need the Federation to be 

seen, as a consolidated force.  We from Palbo, will show 

our weak bellied allies, how easy it is for these Templar 

planets to be taken. 

“A simple fleet of two cruisers, plus a backup fleet 

of ten destroyers with landing support, can take and 

control any Outer World.  With two destroyers overhead 

to consolidate our power, these planets will be ours, 

thereafter.” 

The plan was simple.  A small ground assault 

would land secretly, on the planet.  The commandos 
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would take out the administrative nerve center and 

then a massive twenty minute aerial bombardment 

would create mayhem, followed immediately by a 

general ground assault to consolidate the gains.  Give a 

week to mop up any resistance, and the fleet minus 

two destroyers could pull out. 

This was the beginning of many easy conquests, to 

return the balance of power of the Federation to the 

Palbo Empire. 

 

 

Ψ 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

WAR 

 

 

Brandon Mirac stood; smiling, in front of the ecstatic 

crowd of half a million, which had gathered to see him.  

He had just finished speaking, to the people of Palbo, 

and had demonstrated the power of their military and 

fighting men.  They had extended their boundaries far 

into the new territories, with small loss of personnel.  

Twelve planets had fallen to Palbo, and now a team of 

psycho-surgeons and psychrons was securing that 

position.  His personal following had risen.  It seemed 

that people genuinely loved him.  They cheered and 

carried images of him. 

Brandon waved and the crowd below him, the 

seething masses, chanted his name.  He gave one last 

salute, and turned from the balcony, back indoors. 

He asked the aide, “Please leave the doors open.  

It pleases me to feel the warm breeze of Palbo, with 

the sound of its great peoples.” 

Brandon turned to his Marshals, who bowed. 

The Marshal, with the three stripes over the left 

breast of his grey and black uniform, stepped forward.  

“My Leader; our cruisers have just taken over the small 

principality of Palacon.  I also have news that we have 

a treaty with Pilmon and Felano, who have agreed to 

forsake their heads of planetary control, in exchange 

for Palbo's protection.  In ten days’ time, we expect the 
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small Duchy of Py to concede to the embargo, which we 

have placed on the planet, and for them to agree to 

you, as absolute monarch of its constitution.” 

Brandon threw off his cape and sat into a large 

chair, which automatically contoured itself, around his 

body.  The thought of power made him feel ecstatic.  

The feeling of power was exhilarating.  It was like an 

electric current running through his body.  It felt 

soothing, relaxing and satisfying. 

“The terrorists?” asked Brandon. 

One of the generals at the rear, stepped forward.  

“Leader, the terrorists are being hunted down, as you 

ordered.  They are being executed, at every possibility, 

but still they seem to come out, being bred from 

nowhere. 

“There can be no more than a dozen, which we 

know of, who have not been caught, but we will catch 

and execute them all.” 

Brandon nodded thoughtfully.  He looked up, 

“Execute them publicly, and if that fails, begin to get 

hostages from the towns of known terrorists.  Execute 

the hostages as needed, until the terrorists come 

forward, or are named.  We can’t have Templar 

sympathizers.  Is that understood?” 

The general bowed and backed out. 

Brandon turned; his body indeed felt electric.  His 

face was flushed and his voice rose, as he addressed 

the others, “The people out there love me.  I’m the 

greatest liberator to come to Palbo.  Even in the earlier 

days of the Warp Drive Bank, the people had not 
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invested so much power in one man.  We are now more 

powerful, than we have ever been. 

“Here is our next objective.  It will be in two 

stages.  The Marshal Tarrow shall take his expedition 

through the Outer Worlds, who remain loyal to the 

Templars.  Remember, it isn’t our apparent objective to 

remove the Temples, but rather take control of the 

planets.  The Temples will be removed, at a later date.  

For the moment you’ll find it simple enough to take 

control without much resistance.  It has been found 

that the Templars will give up control of their beloved 

New Worlds, if we leave their Temples intact. 

“These last eleven planets fell at our knees, from 

only our mere presence.  That will continue, as we push 

further away from their power base, Jilta. 

“To assist us, we have called on the Palbo Youth, 

to supply men and women, to travel to these new 

worlds to take over the major decision making 

processes.  Once on these Outer Worlds, they will be 

granted the best dwellings of the locals, and be allowed 

to determine their own rewards; after all it is they who 

will have had to leave their comfortable existence, here 

on Palbo, to help those barbarians rule their repugnant 

little Outer Worlds. 

“You, Marshal Philani; you’ll take a larger force, 

into the established realms of the Federation.  There, 

you’ll take the sectors, by threat, force or treaty.  You’ll 

ensure that it is me, who is head of their military 

regimes.” 
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Finally, Brandon Mirac turned, to his last general.  

“You, old friend, General Kalap.  It will be your job, to 

go directly to Jilta, and offer them my express wishes 

that I don’t intend to wage war against the Templars or 

their federated sectors.  They must be made to 

understand that we could no longer sit by idly and see 

the worlds around and beyond Palbo be exploited, 

without our own control put in.  Tell them that the 

Temples may continue, if the existing inhabitants don’t 

offend our new administration.  Tell them General, that 

we don’t want war, but if the Templars and Jilta force it 

upon us, then we shall wage it, and it will be bloody.” 

Brandon halted for a moment, and beckoned three 

diplomats into the front of the hall.  “These emissaries 

shall assist you, General.  It will be their charge to 

travel to the sectors of Siltonia, Kalanon, Centor and 

Kantee.  They must deliver the message that we are 

offering peace to Jilta and the Templars.  Our 

expansion is then complete.  They must be told that.” 

The general asked tentatively, “The Malukan 

sector, my Leader?” 

Brandon nodded, and put his arm around the 

shoulder of the general, “Old friend.  There is still the 

Warp Drive Bank.  That will secure the abstaining of 

this sector, from any conflict.  The Malukans still bear 

grudges against the Jiltanians, because of their loss, in 

the Battle of Sequetus 3.  That memory can be revived, 

and I can assure you that the Malukan sector won’t rise 

up against us.  At worst, it will remain neutral.  

Possibly, it will become an ally.” 
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The general nodded.  Brandon Mirac straightened 

and turned to the remainder.  “Leave now and may the 

grace of genetic superiority win out against the 

barbarians.” 

Brandon now turned and walked to the window, as 

his staff left. 

Below, were the remnants of the rally.  Half a 

million people had packed into the square, to see him 

speak.  Some had come from other planets, some from 

other continents, but most were local.  They had all 

cheered.  He was a hero, to all who saw him. 

He wondered what the future would hold.  Would 

the Templars resist attacking?  If they did, then Palbo 

would have time to gather strength and then deliver 

the decisive blow, and become the only rulers of the 

galaxy. 

Brandon thought back to the time of a few hundred 

years ago, when all seemed bleak for Palbo and the 

Bank.  They were dark times, when no one realized the 

strength and power that a Federationist possessed.  

That power had been unleashed now and he would be 

ruler of the Galaxy.  He thought about it.  This had 

never happened before. 

His left hand twitched.  He watched it, as though it 

had a mind of its own.  It seemed to move and shake, 

of its own accord.  Brandon stared at it and 

concentrated.  Eventually, he grabbed it with the other 

hand, and held it down on the balcony rail.  The 

twitching subsided. 
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The days were getting shorter.  The summer was 

over and in months, the cold would arrive.  Brandon 

mused over the cold.  It was the cold that motivated 

and drove the Palboans to greater endeavors, to climb 

out of the earlier oblivion, to develop new ideas, dozens 

of millennia ago.  It was Palbo that was the recognized 

center and source of galactic civilization.  It was from 

here that the original Royals set out, to meet the 

Confederated Council of Planets.  Brandon smiled, as he 

recalled reading how soon the victory in that part of the 

galaxy transpired.  The CCP had little weaponry that 

could match the success of the Federation cruisers and 

warp drive travel.  The Royals quickly won and 

colonized the CCP worlds. 

Brandon would do the same.  He would take the 

planets and rule them, as his forbears had done, 

millennia before him.  He sighed.  This was the second 

coming of the Palboans. 

 

Ω 

 

In a small metal clad building, in the north of Palbo 

City Centrum, a series of experiments were being 

carried out.  The building was a disused factory, which 

had once manufactured wire strand, for interstellar 

cruisers.  The works had since moved away from the 

city, to confidential underground work havens. 

Three floaters pulled up, outside the old building.  

The day was overcast and the first sign of snow was in 
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the air.  Palbo was moving well away from the sun, on 

its elliptical orbit. 

Doctor Elan stretched as she stepped from the 

second floater.  She smiled, as a small group at the 

front entrance greeted her.  The full party stepped out 

from the floaters and crowded around a central figure, 

who stepped forward. 

“We’re pleased you could attend, Doctor Elan,” 

said Doctor Rees Jay. 

Elan smiled.  “The pleasure is mine, to be in the 

presence of such a distinguished and notable psycho-

surgeon, doctor.” 

The doctor smiled.  “Thank you.  If you’ll follow me 

I’ll begin.”  He looked up, casually.  “It is the wrong 

time of the year, to be outside like this.” 

The party made its way, undercover.  It had 

already begun to snow.  Only the guards posted, were 

left outside. 

Inside, was barren.  Only a few screens and chairs, 

scattered around half a dozen beds with patients, could 

be seen.  The rafters of the old steel building were 

exposed, as was the steel structural shell of the walls.  

Elan wondered if it was colder inside, than out. 

Rees stood at the front of the party.  Including 

those already inside, there would have been close to 

thirty-five in the group. 

He cleared his throat and waved to the attendants 

at the rear.  The outer lights dimmed.  He began, 

“Distinguished guests and colleagues.  I apologize for 
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the surroundings, but due to the terrorists, it is difficult 

to maintain a foothold for these valuable experiments. 

“If you’re not aware, it seems that the terrorists 

have singled us out, as their enemy.  That is 

unfortunate, as there is no other science that can 

deliver this galaxy its freedom, from the yoke of the 

Templars. 

“The experiments that I’m about to show you, are 

those that were the methods used, on the Royal 

Families a thousand years and more ago.  Through 

these experiments, we were able to control the galaxy, 

until the coming of Torren and the Alliance.  Since then, 

we have not lost the use of this technology, but we 

have not had a great use for it.  However, now with the 

advent of war, it is well that we revive this old craft. 

“This simply, is the removing of the living life-

force, or mind, from one body, and placing it in another 

living organism.  I don’t mean removing the physical 

brain.  With the essence of the mind, we are acting.  

We did this successfully with the Royals, for millennia.  

We have the technology, and I wish to demonstrate it 

to you, but before I do, I’ll tell you how useful it was 

back then. 

“Royals aged as you, or I, in their somewhat 

cumbersome bodies that came from the planet, Talax.  

They are larger than bodies of Palbo, and when the 

invasion of the Confederated Council of Planets was 

planned, it was decided that the large bodies of Talax 

would show we conquerors to be bigger than life.  The 

effect was successful. 
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“What was done was the mind of a normal Palboan 

administrator or General was removed, from his 

existing body, and then the mind was removed from 

the Talaxon.  The bodies and minds were then 

interchanged.  As we also programmed the minds, and 

as they were the most intelligent and able of minds we 

had, then the result was phenomenal.  The Royals 

simply ruled the galaxy, at our behest. 

“What we also implanted in them was a failsafe 

command; that was as they grew old, they would 

return to Palbo for reprogramming and get new bodies, 

which we grew in advance, and which were grown, 

from the cells of their existing bodies.  They then could 

later return to their planets in the Federation, 

rejuvenated with new bodies, but with their own very 

experienced and savvy mind.  Due to the commands of 

the reprogramming, they would always do as we 

commanded, as well as return to Palbo.  In exchange 

for this, the Royals lived lives that were effectually 

forever. 

“However, with the advent of the Alliance, the 

Royals fell and were lost.  Some of them returned.  

Where the majority went, we are not totally certain, but 

we do have a hint of where.” 

An attendant entered, wheeling two beds with 

bodies. 

Rees continued, “I’m now going to demonstrate 

something.  Here, gentlemen, is the body of a captured 

terrorist.  He has been hypnotized, to remain 
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unconscious until the sound of the snap from my 

fingers.  He is strapped down. 

“Next to him, is the body of an ape.  It is a lower 

primate, from the Sequetus system.  It can’t talk nor 

think, to any great capacity.  It is nothing, but a wild 

animal.  It also is strapped to the bed. 

“Now, the next part is to have their minds 

removed.  You’ll see what I mean, when I say that the 

mind isn’t the brain.  The brain remains intact.”  Rees 

waved to the attendant, who had wheeled in a machine 

that he placed over the bed of the primate.  He 

positioned the head of the primate so that its skull was 

sitting in between two electrodes, directed towards 

each other, but out from the skull.  The attendant then 

did the same for the human, and bowed to the 

audience. 

Rees smiled and continued, “The current from one 

electrode will simply arc, from one side of the machine 

to the other.  As the mind is electrical, and only resides 

in the brain, and isn’t actually the physical brain itself, 

then the arc - if I let this continue - will entrap the 

mind - and in this way, it can be separated from the 

brain. 

“The arc spins wildly at first, but then it narrows 

down, once the mind is attached.  It is at this point, 

when the body can be removed.  The arc will be seen 

travelling across the electrode, and the mind will be 

entrapped here.  It is at this point when a new body 

can be entered, inserted, and the process reversed; 

just like we have done here. 
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“Please watch,” he said as he turned back to the 

experiment.  Rees looked around to make sure all were 

watching.  He snapped his fingers.  The human opened 

his eyes and looked around the building, to find the 

audience at his side.  He saw them from the corner of 

his eye and began to scream.  He had already been told 

what was going to happen to him. 

“For the pity of humanity!” called the human 

patient.  “You can’t do this!  Do you not have any 

decency left?  For the love of ....” 

Rees nodded; the machine began to hum and the 

man's eyes began to flutter.  His voice trailed off and 

after a small gasp, his rigid body went limp.  The 

machine was slowly removed away from his body, but 

with the arc still travelling from one electrode to the 

other. 

Rees smiled.  “As the body won’t operate long 

without a mind, we must move fast... please.”  He 

indicated to the attendants. 

The primate simply stared at the ceiling, as the 

hum of the machine went on and then slowly it closed 

its eyes. 

Its machine was then removed, away from its 

head, while the arc lit the area around it. 

The bodies were exchanged.  Slowly, the human 

body was wheeled into the machine, which had 

previously had the electrodes on either side of the 

primate's scull.  The electron arc hummed and then 

disappeared, and the sound of the machine died away. 
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Reece nodded and the same was done with the 

primate body. 

Seconds later, there was nothing but silence.  

“Remove the straps to both the creatures,” said Reece. 

The straps were undone.  The human body opened 

its eyes and stared at the ceiling.  It rolled its head 

over and then sat up.  It grunted at the audience and 

then loped over to the far end of the factory, with three 

attendants chasing it.  It ran and then tried to climb the 

walls.  Finally, they drugged the human and it fell, into 

a heap. 

Rees simply smiled, and snapped his fingers. 

The primate's eyes opened, and stared at the 

ceiling.  It rolled its head over, to look at the audience 

and stared at them.  It sat and then stood, looking 

around, as though for a means of escape.  Slowly it 

looked downwards, at its arms, its legs and its crooked 

stance. 

Again, it stared at the audience.  It shrieked.  Its 

eyes became like fires of terror, as it bolted for the 

audience.  The hum of laser rifle from the side was 

heard.  The animal fell.  It regained its footing and 

rose.  Two more shots and then a third, and it still 

made for the audience. 

Three more shots and it fell at the feet of Elan.  

Another shot, and it was immobile, dying.  It opened its 

eyes and stared into those of Elan’s.  The burn marks of 

the laser were deep.  He knew he was about to die and 

grateful for that.  Slowly, his big black lips curled as he 

looked at her, and a single word came out, “Why?” and 
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he fell back to the floor with eyes rolled upwards.  The 

primate was dead. 

Elan stood in horror that such a wild primitive 

animal should have gotten so close.  “Doctor, the 

theatrics of your experiments are well known.  I can 

say that I see a great need, for these experiments to 

be underway, again.  It will save the loss of some of 

our greatest commanders.  I, for one, support the 

experiment.  I believe it to be one of the greatest 

advances, for humankind.  However, I’m a bit shaken.  

Please excuse me.” 

Reece grunted and smiled.  His point had been 

made. 

As Elan left, the image and the word spoken by 

that ape would haunt her, for the rest of her life. 

 

 

Ψ 
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SAMPLE 
 

GLOSSARY, DEFINITIONS, HISTORICAL NOTES 

AND BACKGROUND DATA 

Editorial note:  When the term Terrestrial appears beside a word or 

term, or historical note, this indicates it is a terrestrial word from 

Sequetus 3 – Earth – and the definition is a terrestrial definition, 

or historical note.  It isn’t a fictional term or definition. 
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SAMPLE GLOSSARY 

Aaron:  Original name of the race on Yaltipia, otherwise known as 
Boguard outside the Pleiades, and the Galaxy.  On Yaltipia the 
original race was called the Aaron.  Technically anyone can evolve to 
become a Boguard through their training programs and can join and 
become Boguard.  However, to be Aaron, one needs to be born on 
Yaltipia within the Aaron race. 

Aaron Library:  An underground library of 17 levels, that measure 
about a k wide in each direction.  In Earth terms, it covers 17 square 
kilometers of library floor space 

Academia:  1.  A college of high learning, tertiary education, offering 
doctorates.  2.  (Plural – academias) The institutions of the highest 
places of learning in the Federation.  Source, Jiltanian after the 
gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in by making their 
gardens a paradise. 

Acran:  Pleiadian for Devout Coordinator of On Planet Operations.  
This began in Sequetus 3.  Acran Anderson was the first of many Acrans 
to follow. 

Acron Field:  This is one of several kinds of fields that hold free-air 
inside military craft.  The Acron Field is generated around a ship and 
prevents the free-air from leaving, while permitting large sold objects 
to enter and leave the ship.  This effect is achieved by a magnetic 
force that is held as a ridge at the perimeter.  The magnetic force is 
strongest nearest the center of the source of the field.  Through 
unifying fields gravitational, electrical and so on, the magnetic fields 
can be made denser, further out from specified epicenters.  They then 
prevent free-air molecules passing; while at the same time allow more 
solid masses and objects to pass.  Named after its inventor, Luis 
Acron of Tilk. 

Afterburners:  The effect of dumping fuel out through the exhaust 
system, and igniting it within the system, the continual explosion of 
such afterburning adds speed to the craft. 

Aftersun:  1.  When a ship has a permanent station orbiting a planet, 
the period when the ship goes into the shadow of the planet is called 
aftersun.  2.  It simulates night.  3.  The shifts aboard Federation military 
craft are divided into two per Standard Day.  The first is called Foresun 
while the later Aftersun.  There is no night aboard military craft. 

Agent:  1.  Two levels below independent.  Starting from the top is:  
Independent, Junior Independent, Agent, and Agent Junior Grade.   

Alfrash:  The planet that was first colonized by the Pleiadians.  It has 
1.04 Standard Gravity, was lush with forests, had deserts, ice poles, 
temperate and tropical rain forests.  A super solar flare, itself a series 
of 12 flares, took out the colony over a sixty-year period.  There were 
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enough suspicious circumstances, to indicate that the flare(s) may not 
have been completely natural.  Over ninety percent died, during those 
sixty years.  The planet was abandoned, and at vast effort, it was 
engineered, to remove all evidence of previous occupation. 

Algon Sea:  The nearest sea to Jilta PPC, measuring 765 Ks across 
at the widest point. 

Allied Council of Free Sectors:  The name given to the first 
authority controlling the new Federation Alliance.  It was made up of 
the remnants of the Federation after the Battle of Sequetus 3, and 
consisted of the military heads of all the known sectors, including 
Farsen, which was restored.  It was the forerunner to The New 
Federation. 

Alliance, Federation:  An alternative name for the Federation after 
the Battle of Sequetus 3.   

Allied Council of Jilta:  1.  After the atomic war on Jilta the planet 
set up a temporary government called the Allied Council of Jilta.  2.  
After all the Royals had left their Federation planets; the planets no 
longer had their autocratic control.  There were members of the 
Federation military, as well as government, who tried to seize control 
of their own cities, countries and continents.  Some seized atomic 
weapons.  In the Federation, wars were starting to break out.  On Jilta 
this culminated in an atomic war between three factions.  After three 
years, and with almost all of Jilta PC and its sister cities completely 
wasted, the war ended.  The government that took over was named 
the Allied Council of Jilta.  This shouldn’t have happened and for 
several years after the Battle of Sequetus 3, Torren traveled to Jilta 
trying to stop the wars and the fighting.  He was unsuccessful, and it 
continued to the almost total destruction of the former prosperous 
cities of Jilta.  As the other planets became embroiled in similar wars 
Torren found he was just as ineffective, so he concentrated his efforts 
on Earth, and hoped that when he found who was behind what was 
happening on Earth, it would lead to the same solution for the rest of 
the Santonia Galaxy. 

Allied Imperial Federation:  The full term for Federation Alliance.  
Allied Imperial Federation Forces.  AIF, or AIFF, which all mean the 
same thing. 

Alson:  1.  A suburb in Jilta PC.  2.  Alson, Academia, most 
prestigious tertiary Academia in all of Jilta.  It teaches most degree 
doctorate courses and has forty five thousand students enrolled per 
year including full time, part time and by correspondence. 

Aneel, FAS Destroyer:  The Aneel went through the portal with the 
Expeditionary task force, in BS 10 and never returned, presumed 
destroyed. 
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Anki:  The teenage daughter of the master Templar of Jilta.  Was 
shipwrecked on Rambus and saved by settlers there.  She attended 
Academia Alson of Jilta.  For former past lives of Anki see Anqi Storm 
and Vicra Starn, both separate lives at different times, but the same 
person. 

Amy:  The teenage daughter of a family of settlers on Rambus.  She 
used to dream of finding out what was outside of Rambus.  She 
became strong friends with Anki of Jilta.  She was stranded off from 
Rambus after the planet was raided by pirates, and they killed her 
family and friends.  On returning to her home planet and experiencing 
the death of all she loved, and almost dying herself, she swore an 
oath that she was even the score. 

Anqi Storm:  1.  Malukan trooper, former resident of Sleebo.  2.  
Important in saving Sequetus 3.  Daughter of Nobus Mas and Reqel 
Subar of Taronga PPC.  Educated in biophysics in Anst Academia at 
Taronga, joined the Malukan Guards shortly after graduation. 

 

Aquel:  A local length measure of stride from the planet Aqeliam 

Arenic Alps, Jilta:  On the continent of Algorico, the Alps run through 
the center and are on the opposite side of the planet to Jilta PC. 

Arlon, Doctrains:  Head of household staff of Residence of Jilta.  
Employer Goren Torren.  Has a degree in Business Management 
from Academia Alson, Jilta.  He moved with Goren Torren to Earth, 
and survived the Battle of Sequetus 3.  On Earth he headed the 
Home of Goren Torren.  He showed flair and became active with 
Boguard Letone in external affairs.  He vanished after the FBI assault 
on Home, along with other Household Staff.  Later he was found and 
did his part to bring about Intervention.  After intervention he became 
a national USA celebrity on terrestrial television, made eleven 
movies, and married another member of his household.  He returned 
to Jilta three times but remained as a resident of Earth.  He had two 
long-life children.  He died 498 BS a full supporter of the Temple 
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movement.  He was deemed a Minor Temple of Sequetus 3.  See the 
definition of Temple. 

Armsman:  Federation for Master at Arms, MAA.  His prime purpose 
is to keep order on a ship. 

Arrival Day:  The day of arrival of the First Fleet and its pioneers, to 
a new world, sponsored by the Templar movement, the anniversary 
of is celebrated as the Arrival Day each year. 

Ataran:  City of Ataran, which housed the Boulan, the ruling class of 
the Aaron.  Ataran had 110,000 people and was one of the oldest and 
biggest Aaron cities in Yaltipia.  It was hydro powered by the cross 
currents of water flowing through the planet's crust.  The city is at 
least 15 thousand years old. 

Automatic beam:  Simply means that weapons lock on target 
automatically and are fired by computer programs.  The advantage is 
that they are not only accurate, but will continue well after the crew 
manning them is dead or incapacitated. 

Bacterol-bandages TM:  Bandages with anti bacterial impregnated 
layers, which bring about fast healing.  Made by Medicol Corp Inc.  
Jilta. 

Balgoss, Eroni:  Base Commander of the Palboan outstation on 
Sleebo, pirate station.  Aged 234 when killed in the fight for Mount 
Drapper. 

Baling:  1.  The martial art of fighting with a two pac long thick stick 
made from the dense wood of the Baling tree of the Nalpan province.  
2.  The name of a tree from Nalpan province.  Their folklore says that 
this tree was intelligent and the chief god over Nalpan would come to 
think and get his best ideas while sitting under a Baling tree.  3.  It is 
said that a Baling stick has a mind of its own and after meditating with 
the stick, the stick and the fighter think as one, during a fight, in order 
to overcome a more powerful enemy. 

Bank:  See The Imperial Federation Warp Drive Bank.  Home planet 
Palbo. 

Banquast:  A city of 60,000 on Yaltipia, made up of the warrior class 
of the Aaron.  There were twenty-three warrior cities of similar sizes.  
The city occupies six interconnected canyons. 

Battle Bar:  1.  The saloon aboard a cruiser or destroyer where 
alcohol is be served.  2.  The name of the flight bar on the FSS 
Nebulus. 

Battle of Sequetus 3.  The:  The Battle of Sequetus 3 is the official 
title for the battle between the Hymondian and Malukan forces in the 
Sequetus Series in 1990 local time. 
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Battlemaster:  The Malukan equivalent of a marshal and commander 
of a fleet or armada. 

Battleroom:  A temporary make shift war room, CIC – Combat 
Information Center – inside the palace.  It was 50 by 80 pacs, with 
seventy staff, troopers or Boguard. 

Battle of Six Worlds:  The battle in which both Pleiades and 
Boguard fought Centrecom, out in space, and in which Torren battled 
with Centrecom. 

Bauxite:  A rock that is mined, and which when treated by a process, 
is converted to aluminum. 

Bearing Harvest:  A two week period on Sleebo, when it is close to 
the sun and crops can be harvested.  The whole of Sleebo get busy, 
harvesting the year’s crops, during this one two week period. 

Biobots:  The surgical automated worms, which are used to inspect, 
stitch and repair tissue, during an operation.  Biobots generally are 

10
-4

 pacs in diameter. 

Biotynes:  The small insects bred and let loose onto a planet, that 
destroy human and mammal life by the pirates.  The Warp Drive Bank 
sponsored the breeding and release of the insects themselves. 

Blackheart:  Pleiadian term, for meaning a person who lives against 
the better good of the community and self.  A law breaker, a breaker 
of moral and ethical codes of behavior.  One who creates turmoil, and 
one who does more harm than good around him.  See also Clean 
Heart. 

Bloodwood, Jiltanian:  A tree measuring up to 390 pacs tall, found 
in the temperate regions of Jilta.  Its wood is a rich red, dense and 
sought after for making furniture on Jilta.  Today the trees are 
numbered and protected.  Each tree is plotted on a map.  They can 
live to seven thousand standard years.  There is an entire industry on 
Jilta dedicated to protecting these trees.  They are the source of 
much of early Jiltanian folk lore.  Each tree has resident within it 
hundreds and thousands of other species.  Its aroma is known to 
keep away parasites and plagues. 

Bluster:  See Microwave bluster. 

Boguard:  1.  Guard at the palace to protect of Lorde Hymondy III.  2.  
Race of bodyguard for the protection of Lorde Hymondy III.  Their 
inception into the Federation region was about 550 standard years 
after Federation conquest.  Origin of race unknown.  Life expectancy 
indefinite.  Run along military lines.  Source of instruction:  Lorde 
Hymondy III.  They are known to speak many languages, are trained 
in martial arts, physics.  No command links with IFFCo.  Being a race 
the word Boguard is capitalized. 
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We hope you enjoyed reading this sample of the 

Sequetus Series.  We hope it has you interested enough to 

continue with the full purchase back at the site where you 

downloaded this sample from. 
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